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THIS HOME EMERGENCY PLAN BELONGS TO

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

1

Can you remember all 3 Steps
to getting prepared for
emergencies and disasters?

STEP 01

Important hazards where we live include:
1

2

3

Can you find 10
more stellar jays
in this book?

2

STEP 02

A
is a collection of tools and supplies to
help keep everyone in your home safe
and comfortable for 3-7 days. It’s for
camping at home during an emergency.
A
is to carry with you if you need to
evacuate. It’s for leaving in a hurry
during an emergency.

STEP 03

A
is a playbook for how you and the people
you live with are going to respond during
an emergency.
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and the people you live with are going to respond
during an emergency. There are two parts to complete:

PART 02

Preparing at Home

A HOME EMERGENCY PLAN WILL HELP YOU:

STAY CONNECTED
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STAY CALM

STAY SAFE

E
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A Home Emergency Plan is a playbook for how you

Communication Planning
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Every household needs a Home Emergency Plan.

PART 01
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Home Emergency Plan
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PART 01

Communication Planning

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PEOPLE
List the name and contact information for each person in your
household. Include everyone’s health number and medical needs,
like medications or medical conditions.
NAME

PHONE & EMAIL

HEALTH NUMBER

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
If you need immediate assistance from
the police, fire or ambulance call 911.

TIP: Set up a social media
page or online conversation
to keep everyone you live with
connected during a disaster.

MEDICAL NEEDS

If you live in an area without
911 coverage, add your local
emergency number:

TIP: Contact information can
change. Make sure you review this
plan at least once every year!
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Healthcare Providers
List the contact information for your healthcare providers.

NAME

ROLE

PHONE & EMAIL

Animals
Don’t forget about your pets! List the name, breed, colour
(or identifying marks) and registration for each of your animals.

NAME

6

TYPE/BREED

COLOUR/IDENTIFIERS

REGISTRATION/ID

Schools
Emergencies can happen anytime, including during school. List the
contact information for each school attended by people in your home.
Be sure to include pre-schools and after-school programs.
STUDENT

SCHOOL/PROGRAM

ADDRESS

PHONE & EMAIL

Pick-up From School
In case parents or guardians are unable to pick up students from school,
ask a friend or family member to fill this role when needed. Choose
someone who lives close to your school and who is likely to be at home
during the day. Ask your school what information they’ll need to release
a student to a designated adult. Make sure your child knows who you’ve
added to this list.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE & EMAIL

TIP: Include an envelope in each
school backpack stuffed with
helpful emergency information
and a recent household photo.
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Workplaces
List the employment details for each working member of your household.

NAME
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WORKPLACE

ADDRESS

TIP: To keep your Home Emergency
Plan safe and dry, place it in a large,
plastic freezer bag before storing it
with your Home Emergency Kit.

PHONE & EMAIL

Building & Utilities
If applicable, list the contact information for your landlord,
property manager or housing official.

NAME

PHONE & EMAIL

If applicable, list the contact information for your insurance providers.
INSURER

PHONE & EMAIL

If applicable, list the contact information for your utilities providers.
ELECTRICITY

PHONE & EMAIL

WATER

PHONE & EMAIL

GAS

PHONE & EMAIL

TIP: If you have insurance, ask your
insurance company about any assistance
they can provide during an emergency,
including support if you’re evacuated
from your home or cannot return.
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Emergency Contacts Nearby
Choose someone who lives in your community, who you know well
and who you trust. You could choose a good friend, a relative or a
neighbour. Be sure to chat with each person before you list them,
to make sure they agree to be an emergency contact.

NAME

10

RELATIONSHIP

PHONE & EMAIL

Emergency Contacts Far Away
Choose someone outside of your community who can be a central point
of contact for everyone you live with. This person should live far enough
away that they won’t be affected by the same emergencies. That way, if
local communications networks aren’t working, everyone in your home
can contact the same person, gather information and check in.

NAME

RELATIONSHIP

PHONE & EMAIL
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Local Governments & Services
Include your local government, like your town or city, your regional
district or your band council. You could also include local emergency
services, like your fire department.

NAME

12

ROLE

PHONE & EMAIL

Finding Information During an Emergency
For reliable information during an emergency, always start with local
sources. Phone lines may be down or they may be jammed by too many
people trying to make a call. It’s best to start with mass communication
sources, like websites, social media channels and radio stations. Which
ones make sense for you?

WEBSITES

EMERGENCYINFOBC.CA

SOCIAL MEDIA

RADIO

@EMERGENCYINFOBC

TIP: Depending on the emergency, you
can also check provincial channels for
information. EmergencyInfoBC shares
information about large emergencies
that may require support from the
provincial government.
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Preparing at Home

HOME EMERGENCY KIT

A Home Emergency Kit is a collection of tools and supplies to help keep everyone in
your home comfortable and safe for 3 to 7 days. It’s important to gather these items
before you need them and keep them together in a place you can access easily.
To build a Home Emergency Kit, follow these 3 steps:

1

CHOOSE A CONTAINER.
You can use a plastic bin
or a large duffel bag. Use
something waterproof if
possible.

2

GATHER THE BASICS.
Some important items include:

3

PREPARE FOR THE UNIQUE
NEEDS IN YOUR HOME.
These might include special
medications, extra eyeglasses, or
favourite ways to pass the time.

FOOD

BATTERIES

BLANKETS
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WATER

FIRST-AID KIT

WHISTLE

TIP: Water is one of the most
important things to include in
your Home Emergency Kit. As
a general rule, store 4 litres of
water, per person, per day.

RADIO

GARBAGE
BAGS

FLASHLIGHT

CHARGING
CABLES

TIP: To help you remember to
replace expired items, check
on your Home Emergency Kit
every spring and fall.

Store your Home Emergency Kit
somewhere that’s safe, dry and
easy to get to, like in a closet.

OUR HOME EMERGENCY KIT IS LOCATED

MONEY IN
SMALL BILLS
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Preparing at Home

GRAB-AND-GO BAG

A Grab-and-Go Bag is a smaller, lighter version
of a Home Emergency Kit designed to carry with
you if you need to evacuate. To be ready, each
person in your home needs their own, customized
Grab-and-Go Bag, just for them. To build your
Grab-and-Go Bags, follow these 3 steps:

1

CHOOSE THE BAGS. For each Grab-andGo Bag, chose a strong backpack or sports
bag that fits well and is easy to carry.

2

GATHER THE BASICS.
Some important items include:

3

PREPARE FOR THE UNIQUE
NEEDS OF EACH PERSON.
Remember, each Grab-and-Go Bag needs to
be customized for its owner. You may need to
add medications, personal hygiene items and
ways to pass the time. What would be helpful
for the people you live with?

FOOD

WATER

FIRST-AID KIT

BLANKETS

WHISTLE
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TIP: If you can, it’s a
good idea to have a
Grab-and-Go Bag at
home, at school and
even in your vehicle.

TIP: If you have
animals to care for,
consider making a
Grab-and-Go Bag
for them too!

COPIES OF
IMPORTANT
DOCUMENTS

SEASONAL
CLOTHING

Store your Grab-and-Go Bags
somewhere that’s safe, dry and
easy to get to, like under your bed.

OUR GRAB-AND-GO BAGS ARE LOCATED
FLASHLIGHT

NAME:

LOCATION:

CHARGING
CORDS

MONEY IN
SMALL BILLS
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Preparing at Home

During an emergency, it’s important to
gather with the people you live with to
make sure everyone is safe. It’s possible
you won’t all be together when disaster
strikes. You can make it easier to find
each other by choosing Emergency
Meeting Places ahead of time.

1

MEETING PLACES
A good Emergency Meeting Place is
familiar, safe and easy for everyone
in your home to access.
Every disaster is different, so you need
at least 2 Emergency Meeting Places:

Emergency Meeting Place Near Your Home
Like a big tree, a nearby hill, a mailbox or your neighbour’s house.
OUR EMERGENCY MEETING PLACE NEAR OUR HOME IS:
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TIP: If you have pets,
make sure your
Emergency Meeting
Places are animal-friendly.

2

TIP: It’s important to practice what
you’ve planned so everyone in your home
understands and knows what to do.
When you practice, be sure to discuss
different possible emergency situations.

Emergency Meeting Place Away From Your Home
Like a community building, a park, your favourite restaurant or a friend’s house.
OUR EMERGENCY MEETING PLACE AWAY FROM OUR HOME IS:
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PART 02

STORING YOUR PLAN

Preparing at Home

Keep your completed Home Emergency
Plan with your Home Emergency Kit, so
you know exactly where to find it. You
can also make copies to include in each
person’s Grab-and-Go Bag.

45
MINS
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It’s a good idea to make additional
copies to keep at school, at work and in
your vehicle. If you use a cellphone or a
computer, you can also make digital copies
to keep with you.

Learn more about the Top 10 hazards in BC
PREPAREDBC.CA

PreparedBC

@PreparedBC

AVALANCHES

EARTHQUAKES

DISEASE
OUTBREAKS

FLOODS

HAZARDOUS
MATERIAL SPILLS

LANDSLIDE

POWER OUTAGES

SEVERE
WEATHER

TSUNAMI

WILDFIRES

CONNECT WITH US
If you have thoughts, ideas or feedback to share
we’d love to hear from you! Send us an email at:
masterofdisaster@gov.bc.ca
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